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Bands announced Students protest war in walkout
for Quadstock '07
Megan Peter
Managing Editor

be purchased on students' meal
cards. SEAC plans on having a beer
garden as well.
Past bands that have graced the
Quadstock stage have included:
Presidents of the United States of
can

Quadstock has been a Seattle
University tradition for the past 17
years. Ithas featured bands from the
local community and the national
music scene, bringing the famous
and the up-and-coming to the
Quad for one afternoon a year.
Quadstock has developed into
more than just a concert, the event
has come to feature arts, food and
games.
This year's Quadstock plans to
be no different. Though the specific
games for the event have not yet
been chosen, according to Carly
Ryan, SEAC Study Break chair,
they will be similar to the activities
that were available last year.
Returning attractions will include the infamous "key chain guy"
and a face painter. As has been the
case in years past, Bon Appetit will
provide food for attendees which

experienced one of its most successful years. Not only was SEAC able
to bring local hip-hop duo Blue
Scholars, but also Grammy award
winning Ok Go. Quadstock '06
entertained a record 1,300 attend-

Quadstock '07 will take place
May 19 with gates opening at 4:30
p.m. and with the first band going on at 5 p.m. Tickets will go
on sale Monday May 14 at the
CAC and SEAC events for $8 presale and will be $10 at the door.
This week's Features
section unveils thehead-
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Spring dance draws 700
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Britten Stark

Seattle University freshmen Matt Mich, Andrew Schlosser, and lan Siadak (left to right) marched
from Seattle Central Community College to Westlake Center in protest of the Iraq War on Friday.

public schools and

Unique Saunders
Volunteer Writer
Last Wednesday, high school and
college students from around Seattle walked out of classes to protest
the war in Iraq and military recruitment in high schools. The event was
sponsored by Youth Against War
and Racism, a nationwide organization for youth activists and student
groups, and was endorsed by 14
other antiwar organizations.
Students met at the Westlake
Center in downtown Seattle and
from there marched to the Federal
Building, City Hall and lastly the
school board. Students testified at
the school board meeting against
the recent attempt to close seven

to rid high
schools of military recruiters.
Students and parents argued that
the hundreds of billions of dollars
spent on the war in Iraq couJd be
used to keep the public schools
open. They are against a war that
they feel is stealing from the immediate community.
While the point of the rally was
to demand the immediate pulling of troops from Iraq, students
acknowledged that this was not a
likely outcome. It was more of an
opportunity for them to unite and
support one another.
Cara Stones, sophomore psychology major, said she doesn't
think this rally will have a direct
impact.

among people
against the war," she said.
common support

That support group

meant

missing out on time in the classroom.. Missing one day's education may seem trivial to some, but
even one college class is expensive.
Each credit is worth about $548.
Ryan Foster, sophomore creative
writing major, does not support the
walkout for this particular reason.
"I believe there are other ways
to protest without compromising
my education," he said.
While he opposes the war, he
also opposed the idea of leaving
class to protest a war
when his voice may go

4

Softball splits series with WWU
Jessica Van Gilder
Staff Writer
Last weekend the Softball team
opened their home series against
Western Washington University
with a win, but was unable to com-
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Andy Swanson, sophomore nursing major, enjoyed
the second-annual Masquerade Ball. It was the first
opportunity for SU to enforce the new alcohol policy.

5

plete the day with two victories.
The Redhawks battled through
tight defense by Erin Martin, junior
pitcher, during both first games on
Saturday and Sunday, but dropped
their momentum going into the
second games both days, ending the
weekend with a split record, 2-2.
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"After the first game we just
came off a great win and the other
team battled back and put together
one big inning. We just never recovered, and then we just kind of
went through the motions [for the
rest of the game]," coach Dan Powers said about Sunday's games.
Even though the team played
two strong offensive and defensive games, with improved bats
throughout the weekend, the team
seemed to let two games slip away
from their control despite the implications it may have on making

ial

tournament.

ve other teams too much
re away more games than
i against us," said Martin.
:he two wins which was
in the other two games
hat was barely necessary

first game on Sunday
neck and neck with

irew

pitcher, Jackie Quint.

Martin allowed seven hits, but SU's
defense left little chance
for runners to make it
around the bases.
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Causes of massacre studied
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Fifty years later, class of 1957 celebrates golden reunion
Emily Miller

Volunteer Writer
Members of Seattle University's
class of 1957 gathered Wednesday
to celebrate their golden reunion,
and through their nostalgic narratives painted a picture of college
life which may not seem so unfamiliar.
The general consensus among
those who made the pilgrimage to
their alma mater, some from as far
away as New York and West Virginia, is that things have changed
in the past 50 years—starting with
student housing. The university
used to house students in large old
homes near campus, and instead
of Resident Advisors there were
House Mothers.
The first dorm on campus,
Marycrest Hall, later renamed
Xavier Hall, opened in 1954. It
was strictly for females.
Richard Vargo, class of '57, remembers living in a house just off
the north end of campus across East
Madison Street, which has since
been replaced by an International
House of Pancakes. The nice thing
about it, he said, was that you could
roll out of bed and be at school in
a minute.
As for trie price of college back
then, another '57 alumnus, Richard Mahoney, couldn't remember
exactly how much he paid for his
Jesuit education.
"I was able to earn enough money during the summer, at $1.50 an
hour, to pay my tuition," he said.
But, added the 72 year-old with a
deep laugh, "it cut seriously into
my beer money."
Mahoney's wife Theresa, also a
'57 grad, remembers paying $139
for 17 credits.
"I was able to work part time
and pay for my tuition, would you
believe that?" she said.
The buildings on campus have

also changed. The ChieftainBuilding, for instance, which once housed
the student center and cafeteria, has
been replaced by the School of Theology and Ministry.
"You won't find hamburgers and
fries there anymore," Fγ. Stephen
Sundborg, S.J., president of Seattle University, joked during the
Wednesday Mass.
The Chieftain Building was
named after one of SU's former
mascots, which honored the college's namesake Chief Seattle. Before the Chieftains, SU was known
as the Maroons—not so clever oneliners directed at the athletic teams,
however, prompted the administration to change to the Chieftains in
1938. In 2000, SU officially became the Redhawks.

The school was small

enough that you knew
everyone in your class.
Mary Anne Hunt
Self-proclaimed "Dorm Girl"

Two structures on campus that
the alumni did recognize are the
Garrand and Administration buildings. The former, originally buii,
in 1894, is the oldest building on
campus and now houses the College of Nursing. The latter opened
in 1941 and was known as theLiberal Arts Building.
Besides the transformation of
the campus' physical landscape,
though, some noticed more subtle
differences.
Like the art. After shuffling
through a light Seattle drizzle for
Mass at the Chapel of St. Ignatius,
one alumna commented on a modern sculpture near the front of the
sanctuary.

"It looks like the milk ofhuman
kindness," observed Theresa Scott
Meditch, class of's7.
The sculpture she was referring
to, entitled "Gratia Plena" or "Full
of Grace," is a gold colored bowl
sitting atop a granite column that is
tipped forward, and which appears
to be pouring milk down the length
of its column to the floor. It honors

the Virgin Mary.
According to Fr. Thomas Murphy, S.J., the bowl symbolizes
God and the milk represents his
gift of life to Mary through Jesus.
The sculpture is one of many art
pieces the university has acquired
since 1997, the most recent being
a Chihuly glass installation in the
Pigott Building.
In addition to talking about the
changes on campus, many alumni
also enjoyed reminiscing about college life in the 1950'5. The morning began in a sea of smiling faces,
listening intently to the stories of
old friends as periodic laughter
rose above die crowd's enthusiastic
buzz.
Mary Anne Hunt, a self-proclaimed "dorm girl," noted that
"the school was small enough that
you knew everyone in your class."
On weekends she and friends enjoyed typical college activities like
mixers, or dances.
And yes, they also enjoyed tossing back a few cold ones. "We all
drank underage," Hunt said in a
low voice. "We went to The Cot-

tage."
Then, seeming to overcome her
embarrassment, she called out to
a friend across the table. "Hey, do
you remember The Cottage?" she
asked. Sure, her friend remembered
the place all right, and with that the
two

enjoyed a nostalgic giggle.

The Cottage, once located at
15th and Madison, has since been
replaced by The Men's Room, a cafe
and bar.

The Spectator

Julie Ignacio

Theresa Scott Meditch, a graduate of the SU College of Nursing, has
a laugh at the Golden Reunion alumni celebration last Wednesday.
Posters showing graduation
photos of the golden alumni were
on display during lunch. Everyone
seemed to have a good time playing
"Do you know who that is?" and
"Do you know who that was?" Old
yearbooks and scrapbooks were also
displayed, which added to the nos-

talgic atmosphere.
One woman even counted the
number of old flames in the room.
"I've got three [ex] boyfriends
here," declared Kathleen Manca,
class of's7, quietly to a friend.
Not to be forgotten amongst the
day's activities were the door prizes.
Redhawk merchandise was handed
out to the person with the most
SU grads in the family, the person
who had traveled the farthest, the
couple that had been married the

longest, and the person with the
most grandkids. There was also a
prize for the person with the most
great-grandkids, but it did not have
a winner.

Despite all the changes that the
university has seen in the past five
decades, students themselves have
not changed much. During his
sermon, Sundborg reminded the
alumni that college students, past
and present, are inherently similar.
"My experience," he said, "is that
students are students." And whether
in 1957 or in 2007, "they're making
friends, finding spouses, drinking
perhaps a little too much, and, oh
yeah, studying."
Emily can be reached at
millere@seattleu.edu

Local company enters the Facebook culture
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer
"Thanks for joining our group!!!"
reads the popular networking site
Facebook.com message. "Do you
have a MySpace or other blogging
account?"
It may sound like your typical
Facebook group message, the kind
aimed at bringing comedian Dane
Cook to the school, or someone trying to get their significant other to
stop playing World of Warcraft.
But there is no popular comedian behind this message.
Instead, it is the new advertising ploy of Seattle-based Movaya,
a digital ringtone and game company.
The company
which was
founded in early 2006 by John
Calian and Phil Yerkes as a way to
bridge the gap between web games,
ringtones and cell phone companies
recently hired 20-year-old Kellen
—

—

McCoy, an accounting student at
Shoreline Community College, as
a marketing consultant. McCoy's
first action was to start Facebook
and MySpace groups to raise the
company's name recognition.
"We're thinking a lot about
creating awareness," said Yerkes.
"Facebook and MySpace allow us
to do that at no cost."
The company embraces this
kind of non-traditional way of
thinking in most of its everyday
operations. Anyone with a web
page can become a retailer for Movaya by simply adding the companies advertising link to their web
page. The owners of the webpage
then net a percentage of the profits for every game or ringtone sold
through their site.
"Anybody can become a merchant for us," says Yerkes. "We're
doing for web ringtones and games
what eßay did for digital goods."
While the move of using adver-

tising on blogging sites is relatively
Yerkes and Calain say they
are optimistic about the strategy's
results.
"A lotof people don't even know
that they can play games on their
cell phone," said Yerkes. "Creating
awareness is key."
By selling their products
through web pages, the owners of
Movaya also feel they are bringing
the ringtone/game industry into a
new frontier. On the site of Movaya's main partner, Liquid Generation, potential customers can
preview rings and games on their
computer screens before purchasing them. Customers are then sent
a confirmation text message with
the game. The charge is applied on
the user's next phone bill.
But while the company is optimistic about its future, it has yet to
new,

turn a

profit.

"We have revenue," said Yerkes.
"But the company probably won't

be paying the rent for another year
or so."
Yerkes said that Movaya has yet
to purchase any advertising space
on Facebook or MySpace, both of
which are becoming increasingly
inundated with advertisements.
But the company may choose to
do so if the sites prove to be valuable networking assets.
"We are actively thinking about
our marketing plans," said Yerkes.
"The best thing about these sites is
that once something catches on, it
spreads like wildfire. The possible
attention and success is something
print advertisements simply do not
offer."
McCoy said that there has been
a definite rise in the name recognition of the company. He also said
that there has been increased interest from students that are looking
to use the company to make extra
cash while in school.
McCoy also likes the idea of

groups on the websites rather than

typical advertisements. The idea
is that people can communicate
directly with the company and,
in turn, can learn more faster and

spread word more effectively.
"We are using the networks to
show people what they can directly
do," he said. "We are at an advantage because what we are selling can
be applied directly to the networks
and people's webpages."
The company admits that only
will tell whether or not the
strategy will be successful.
"This is a process," said McCoy.
"It will take a long time to figure
out whether or not this kind of
strategy works. But we definitely
have faith in it. We're appealing
to a younger demographic through
their own networks. It's a win-win
for everyone."
time

Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu
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Causes analyzed after Virginia Tech massacre
of Law, where a student opened fire
and killed three people. The shooter
was stopped and detained by other
studentswho had retrieved personal
firearms from their vehicles.
John Markell, the owner of the
gun store that Cho purchased one
ofthe weapons used in the rampage
from, said that he was saddened by
the tragedy, but maintained that the
sale was normal. "We won't sell a
gun if we have any idea at all that
a purchase is suspicious," Markell
told ABC News, adding that Cho
seemed like a normal college kid.

Staff Writer
The tragedy that claimed
33 lives on the Virginia Tech
University campus April 16 has
broughtabout a series of debates
on what factors lead to the kind
ofactions that the shooter, Cho
Seung-Hui, performed. While
details surrounding the killing
are still being sorted out, three
specific debates have begun
in an attempt to explain what
motivates people like Cho to do
what they do. Here, we analyze
the three arenas of debate, examining both sides of the issues
as explained by experts in thq
field and those in the media.

Mental Health Care

Lin, assistant director ofCounsel-

ing and Psychological Services at Seattle
University said that
increased use of mental health drugs has also
helped spurn the growth.
"There has been an increased acceptance of using
mental health drugs," said Lin.
"The medications have gotten better and the people who need them

college."
Others say that the problem lies
within the restrictions that administrators have when dealing with
can now come to

ofmental illness. Peter Lake,
a law professor at Stetson University in Florida, said that university's
often over-protect the right to privacy, to the detriment of student's

The Media

"There's a false consciousness of
privacy in higher education as an
institution, we don't like to share
information," said Lake through
the Associated Press, adding that
perhaps the opposite should be
the case. "If someone is a danger
to themselves or others, then confidentiality is out the window and
you notify who you need to notify
to ensure the safety of them and
those around them."
Lin said diat the Virginia Tech
incident also raised awareness of
student care from counseling ser-

hated has been much

cases

viously declared
"mentally ill" and an
"imminent threat to
others" by the State
of Virginia in 2005, sent many to

Mike can be reached at
baWl799@seattleu.eciu

Gun Control
The issue of gun
control, which has
been left off of most
Presidential candidate's agenda's thus
far, was thrown back
into the public sphere after the
shooting. International ridicule
most notably from Australia, one of
America's strongest allies spewed
after the Virginia Tech incident.
The U.S. has the most lax gun control laws in the Western world, a
fact that many believe contributed
directly to die massacre.
Virginia's gun laws are some of
the most lenient in the country.
Customers must only pass an "instant" background check, which
only checks for criminal convictions, and present two forms of
photo ID before they can purchase
a firearm. Certain aspects of one's
permanent record, such as Cho's
"mentally ill" classification by the
State of Virginia, will not show up
during the background check.
Australian Prime Minister John
Howard declared that America's gun
laws were costing lives, according to
the Associated Press. While many
politicians chose to stray away from
the issue, Rep. Carolyn McCardiy
of New York called for lawmakers to
"stand up and do something."
Gun control advocates from
various agencies have stated that
this incident is a prime example
of why U.S. gun control laws need
to be reexamined. Gun control
advocate Tom Mauser, whose son
was killed in die Columbine High
School Massacre in 1999 massacre,
stated in a Sydney newspaper that
"the level of gun violence that we
have in this country is shameful. To
think that easy-access laws are unrelated to diat is just ludicrous."
Others have expressed the idea
that tightened gun control laws are
what allowed the tragedy to become
—

—

Virginia had recently passed a
law outlawing firearms on its college campuses. Paul Joseph Watson,
a reporter for prisonplanet.com, argued that, had guns been allowed
on campus, the tragedy could have
been averted much earlier.
Watson cited a case from 2002
at the Virginia Appalachian School

question how someone with his
background was allowed to remain
in school and purchase a firearm.
He was reviewed by a state psychologist, who declared him mentally fit and logical. Psychiatrist
John M. Grohl says that no matter
what die state declared, the outcome
of Cho's mental illness could not
have been predicted.
"The sad truth is that no amount
of analysis of a person's possible (illness or motivations) explains criminal nature of this behavior," Grohl
wrote in his blog for psychworld.
Some have complained that the
school should have done more to
prevent the shootings. Cho had
been referred multiple times to
Virginia Tech's administration for
mental health concerns, including
cases of stalking women and writing violence-laden screenplays for
But while the school has been
criticized, some are quick to point
out that the university's hands were
tied when it came to the issue of
dealing with Cho's illness.
Because Cho was no longer a
minor, his parents could not be
contacted about his mental health.
And because of die Americans with
Disabilities Act, the university could
not remove Cho from campus unless
he was determined by the state to be
an imminent threat to others.
"We have to provide services to
students with mental illness," said
Dr, Chris Flynn, director of Virginia
Tech's counseling center. "[Mental
illness] is not grounds to exclude
them from our property."
Experts have raise the issue
that many universities counseling
resources have seen a dramatic increase in use, while budgets have
become increasingly stretched.
Counseling directors at colleges
have also cited an increase in stress
and expectations as one reason why
the counseling center's have seen an
increase in use.
Dr. Sherry Benton, assistant
director of counseling services at
Kansas State University, said that
students mental health problems
have become more sever in the last
20 years. Benton stated to the Associated Press that increased workloads and financial strains amongst
college students are pardy to blame
for the increase.

tively take care of our students," said
Lin. "Ifwe don't, we run die risk of
having more high-profile cases [like
the Virginia Tech shooting]."

-

The cryptic images shown by NBC
of Cho's rant against
everything that he
debated in the media
community.

Many of the victims' families
have been disturbed by the images
and some cancelled interviews with
NBC due to its decision to show
the video.
Col. Steve Flaherty, superintendent of the Virginia State Police,
told the Associated Press writer Man
Apuzzo, that he was disappointed in
NBC for airing the video.
"I just hate that a lot of people
not used to seeing that type of image had to see it," said Flaherty.
Dr. Mardi Horowitz, a professor
of psychiatry at UCSF, told the San

Francisco Chronicle
that showing the video
through such mass media
outlets, created a "real danger of copycats."
Horowitz also emphasized
that showing the video is what
Cho wanted. She warned that media outlets should take every step to
avoid presenting him "as he wanted
to be presented, as a hero, as powerful, as glorified."
Othershave defended the showing of the video as justified. While
most around the journalistic community have argued that it is the job
of journalists to show those kinds
of images, many are still cautious
to avoid over-saturating the public
with die video. ABC made a decision to show die video as "breaking
news" and dien to stop airing it after
a short amount of time.
Brian Rohrbough, who lost his
son in the Columbine shootings,
argues that if the videos made by
shooters Dylan Klebold and Eric
Harris had been released like the
Cho video, other school shootings
could have been averted.
"If die videos were released, dien
parents,

schools, law enforcement

and counselors would have a benchmark to look for potential murderers, and die odds of stopping diis
before it happens would increase
dramatically," Rohbrough told the
Rocky Mountain News.

Is Facebook replacing traditional media outlets?
Brenda Stice

be found in whatthe Virginia Tech
students said in response to going
home: many explained that they'd
rather stay in Virginia.
Heinrichs believes that this was
due in part to the fact that students
were afraid to go home for fear of
their families and friends not being
able to understand their feelings.
Because of this, students generally
would have opted to stay with their
peers who hadlived and experienced
the event first hand as opposed to

ability to hear direct accounts
through social networking sites.
However, some journalists tend
to disagree.
Last week's extensive news
"I dont think that bloggers and
coverage of the largest shooting
massacre in U.S. history was fuso forth can get real details," said
eled not by investigative reporting,
David Birdwell, The SeattleTimes
Nation/World editor. "That's the
but rather by logging on to one of
risk you run when you read stuff
the most popular social networkon die internet. Things aren't aling sites for college students.
ways factual; it's hard to know."
Reports on CNN and other
Birdwell admits that there
trusted sources found it easier to
might come a day when these
turn to sites such as Facebook in
order to get information in a timesources will become more credible
through the media.
lier manner and television screens
Where Facebook fits into this and believes that some ofthem are
across the globe displayed victims' is that it gave these students the now, but he truly believes that the
chance to go home and reassure news still does it better.
personal pages.
"[Facebook] can supplement
The question that remains is their families, all the while being
whether such networking sites able to connect with the friends what you are reading, the hard
are beating traditional media to from across the globe.
news story," said Birdwell. "But I
stories, especially in times oftrag"Maybe their parents didn't tiiink still, if you want die facts, I
understand how they were feeling, think you want to look at someedy.
Kara Heinrichs, director of but their friends did, so [Facebook] thing other than those."
It is evident to editors like Birdforensics in communications provided [...] legitimacy for their
well diat the world is shifting to
and journalism, believes that feelings," said Heinrichs.
The difference, for Heinrichs, "internet-everything" and he says
the groups of people who had
can be seen in the way that Sept. that newspapers are hastily trying
previously put down social networking sites consisted of older 11 was presented to the general to accommodate those cultural
people; people outside of college population in comparison to more shifts while still holding on to a
and those individuals that did not recent events.
way to hold on to some sort of
"[On Sept. 11], you only got profit.
understand the sites.
"Newspapers are still trying to
"I think that students arereally these fragmented ways ofseeing the
intelligent, particularly the ones event," said Heinrichs. "What the figure out how to make money on
that have been on these sites," said social networking sites have done the internet. We ail realize that the
Heinrichs. "They knew the power is help students to understand this future is in the internet," he saidofthese sites already. It is only now tragedy in a whole new way. Instead "lt's kind ofhard to figure out how
that the national media and [...] of having to turn to the news, they to do that, because people expect it
the people that have not been part can turn to students students who to be free. We can't survive unless
of these sites begin to realize the were there.™
we make money."
Heinrichs believes that this has
true implications of what these
sites can be for communication.'
huge implications for journalism Brenda can be reached at
Another sense oflegitimacy can and for news. People now have the sticeb@seattteu.edu
Sports Editor

—
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SU students
walkout

D

Stones said she would
definitely leave class,
even if it meant losing out on a day's education.
However, she was not able to
participate because it would be
jeopardizing her chance to sing
in the upcoming choir concert.
She said she knows classes
are expensive, but she justifies
skipping for this reason because
"people skip for [other] stupid
High school students

at the

"Although schoolwork is obviously important to me as an
nor roll student, I see war as
t just something 1 will protest
the weekends," said Kristen
eling, a participant in the
Ik out. "While I am in class,
aple are still dying on the
ier half of the world, and I
1 an individual responsibility
do all that I can to stop this
m continuing."
The other component to the
walk-out was the fight against
military recruiters. According to
Shanay Salas, sturLntfrom Seattle's Nova Project High School,
they are known for lying to high
school students about what they

I

can expect.

"Military recruiters are detrimental to the high school,"
she said.
Students from her high
school met with students from

Seattle Pacific University before
marching downtown. She said
recruiters lure minority students
and those in poorer communities, saying they are guaranteed a
job and free college education.
While this seems like the
perfect route for someone who
does not have the financial
means to further their education
Salas said they foil to mention
the sexual harassment and homophobia components and the
fact that the military does not
always follow through with their
plan to educate all recruits.
According to Professor Gary
Chamberlain in the College of
Arts and Sciences, protests are
effective because they draw media attention if publicized well
enough. People seek encouragement at these types ofrallies.
"Sometimes, the only way
people can make their point
in this society is to take to the
streets," Chamberlain said.
The walkout may not impact
President Bush's decision to pull
troops from Iraq or stop military recruiters from

attempting
enlist high school students,
but students who are not able
to vote had the opportunity to
voice their opinions through the
to

The peaceful protest was an
outlet for students and allowed
them to vent, giving the overall
consensus that if you can skip
class to sleep or go shopping,
you can certainly skip to protest.

Unique can be reached at
saunder4@seattleu.edu
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Professor takes old vegetable oil for a spin
Katie Tiehen

"Everything is connected."
There are other alternative fuel
sources, including soybeans and jatropha nuts, but both again depend
on farming and processing agricultural products, often outside of the

Volunteer Writer
When you sit down with Wes
Howard-Brook to talk about his

vegetable oil-powered car, you are
likely to get a crash course in agrobusiness, war economy and the ethics ofpolyculture.
During a half-hour conversation with The Spectator, he jumps
on the Internet a handful of times
to pull up NPR interviews, Google
"jatropha nuts," and to skim a recent
article on biodiesel. This is what he
loves about his car, he says: "It starts
the discussion."
Last summer, Howard-Brook, an
adjunct professor in the Theology
and Religious Studies department,
became enamored with the idea of
using recycled vegetable oil to power
a car. As an anti-war activist, he is
concerned about U.S. dependence
on foreign oil.
"One can protest war," he says,
"but when you drive a car, you're
supporting it."
His daily commute from Issaquah to Seatde University via bus
required navigating inconvenient
bus schedules, and he was looking for an eco-friendly way to get
around. Luckily for him, a solution
was just two blocks away.
Frybrid operates out of Christopher Goodwin Motorsports on
the corner.of 10th Avenue and
East Union Street. The small shop

began producing straight vegetable

oil (SVO) conversion kits for diesel
engines in 2004. They now manufacture kits for Dodge, Ford and
GMC trucks, as well as Mercedes
and Volkswagen coupes.
By September of 2006, Howard-Brook had purchased a 1984
diesel-powered Mercedes sedan on
eßay and was set to order an SVO
kit from the Boston-based company
Greasecar, when he stumbled upon

Frybrid.
Howard-Brook had the Frybrid
system

installed professionally,

as

he's "not very mechanically-minded." The kit cost $1,500 and the
Mercedes runs just as well as before.

Julie Ignacio

•
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Wes Howard-Brook, a theology professor, converted his diesel-powered Mercedes to allow the vehicle to run on recycled vegetable oil.

Mileage is comparable to any dieselpowered sedan.
One thing he does notice, he
says, "it smells a lot better!"
So how do SVO vehicles work?

Though more viscous than diesel,
SVO has fuel properties diat make
it an easy substitute for diesel

fuel.

part of a co-op of Frybrid owners
who receive processed oil for free,
in exchange for their help around
the shop.
SVO is preferable in many ways
to the popular hybrid and biofuel
vehicles for Howard-Brook.
"They're trendy," he says of hybrids, "but they still run on gasoline."
"Biodiesel brings a whole slew
of new problems," Howard-Brook
says turning again to his computer
to pull up a Washington Post article
titled "Fuel for Thought: Not All
Biodiesel Created Equal."
Howard-Brook agrees with the
article's authors who believe alternative fuels like ethanol, processed
from corn, will have negative effects
on agricultural networks already
used for food production.
The article states that "as demand
for both food and energy increases,
competition for fertile lands could
raise food prices enough to drive
the poorer third of the globe into

SVO requires a simple process that
filters and extracts water from the
used oil, unlike biofuel, which requires extensive processing that expends nearly as much energy as it
saves. The only other catch is that
SVO must be heated to 160 degrees
when its in used, at which, HowardBrook says, the Frybrid systems are
particularly adept.
To heat the oil, the Frybrid system borrows the energy expelled
by the engine's cooling system. The
engine requires a small amount of
diesel to start and stop the engine,
but once the engine reaches the appropriate temperature, it switches to
the SVO tank. Diesel engines can
run SVO without modifications,
though they often require upgraded malnourishment."
fuel lines as vegetable oil eventually
Destroying ecosystems to create
deteriorates standard lines.
additional farmland isn't an option
Frybrid collects, processes and either, says Howard-Brook. SVO is
distributes the vegetable oil it rea preferable alternative as it tecycles
ceives from several local restaurants,
a product that would otherwise be
who would otherwise have to pay thrown away.
to dispose of it. Howard-Brook is
"Ethanol is a scam," he says.

United States.
"Jatropha doesn't help American
agro-business," says Howard-Brook
with a laugh. "Are we going to
end up going to war over jatropha
nuts?"
Howard-Brook isn't in the business of convincing people to convert to SVO vehicles, though.
"I'm not under the illusion that
if everyone drove these cars the
world would be a better place," he
says.
He does, however, want people
to be more conscious of the effects
their actions have on the environment. "Everyone does what they
can," he says.
Professor Gary Chamberlain,
who teaches with Howard-Brook in
the Theology and Religious Studies
department, says his coworker "puts
his principles into practice." Chamberlain notes that Howard-Brook
has been arrested several times for
non-violent protests and mentions
that students find him "very challenging and intriguing."
Howard-Brook is currently
teaching a course titled "Resisting
the Matrix: Biblical Apocalyptic
Tradition," in which he discusses
how John's description of Babylon
in the Book of Revelation relate to
contemporary American political
and economic structures.
Though he admits he's not
"Mr. Pure," Howard-Brook says
he adopts other eco-friendly habits
when he can. He doesn't eat meat,
buys local produce, contributes to
community-supported farms near
his home and uses recycled paper
manufactured by local Grey's Harbor Paper, which produces its products in a carbon-neutral plant.
"The car is one thing," he says.
"Everything we do is political."
Katie can be reached at
tiehenk@seattleu.edu

Recent ruling requires pharmacy to provide Plan B
Jessie DiMariano
Staff Writer
Even if pharmacists in the state
of Washington oppose providing
the morning-after pill, a recent ruling by the state Board of Pharmacy
said they are legally required to fill
prescriptions of the controversial
birth control method.
In a unanimous vote, the state
Board of Pharmacy ruled that pharmaceutical stores have a duty to fill
lawful prescriptions, regardless of a
particular druggists personal objections to a specific medication.
Although it is possible for a
pharmacist who opposes the administration of the pill to pass on
the task to a co-worker, it is required
that the prescription be filled in the
same visit in an effort to maintain
the customers receipt of their medication.
"If an individual pharmacist
will not fill a prescription, the
pharmacy owner must make sure

another pharmacist is available to however, has come much opposido so," said the pharmacy board tion from pro-life organizations that
in a statement after its decision in view the pill as a duplication of the
Tumwater.
abortion pill, RU-486.
The rule was initiated by conThe emergency contraception
troversy surrounding criticism aspills, distributed in two-pill doses,
sociated with selling emergency are essentially a concentrated dose
of the same drug found in many
contraceptives, known as the morning-after pill, or Plan B.
common birth-control pills. They
The decision to allow Plan B to are most effective if taken within
be sold over-the-counter was made 72 hours of unprotected sex, lowby the Food and Drug Administraering the risk of pregnancy by up
tion last August. Over-die-counter to 89 percent. If the pills are taken
access combined with the recent when already pregnant, they have
decision by the Board has made no effect, as the pill inhibits the egg
the emergency contraceptive more from attaching itself to die womb,
accessible than ever to women.
but does not affect an egg already
In a recent interview conducted attached.
by the Associated Press, Planned
The earlier it's taken, the more
Parenthood spokeswoman Amy effective Plan B is. Hence the push
Luftig said the ruling "ensures diat to allow nonprescription sales last
men and women will have access to
August and the recent availability
dieir health care."
requirement of it in drug stores.
Planned Parenthood worked
"I don't think pharmacists who
alongside 70 other organizations on adhere to traditional moral precepts
the recently successful ruling.
are going to allow dieir conscience
With increased availability, to be overrun by the Board of Phar-

macy," said Dan Kennedy, Human
Life's chief executive, according to
the Associated Press.
In June of2006, the state Board
ruled that pharmacists could refuse
to fill a patients prescription based
on their personal beliefs. With a

completely contradictory ruling
just one year later, views surrounding the rights of patients, as well as
pharmacists, continue to be split.
"I'm grateful they used die word
'pharmacy' and not 'pharmacist.'
But it potentially leaves an individual pharmacist, if that is all there is
at the pharmacy, in an untenable
position," said Sister Sharon Park,
executive director of the Washington State Catholic Conference, in
an interview for The Olympian.
Religious protesters also anticipate court challenges to the ruling,
but as of now, the policy is set to
become active in June.
Jessie can be reached
dimarian@seattleu.edu
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New event alcohol policy debuts at Masquerade Ball
Jessica Van Gilder
Staff Writer

that the ones whohad chosen to
drink before the event were responsible in their consumption. That's
really what the increased awareness
has caused [...] Students know what
is expected of them and have chosen
independently to be responsible for
themselves."
According to Hostetter, three
students were written up because of
alcohol-related issues. One of these
students received their documentation at the EMP, whilethe other two
were disciplined due to behavior in
the buses at SU.
was

As the first major event to test Seattle University's recently revamped
alcohol policy, the Masquerade Ball
was successful in preventing a repeat
of previous school sponsored drunk-

splattered on the bathroom floor
minutes later.
Though some students didn't
adhere to the policy, their choices
didn't appear to reflect on the rest of
the attendees who simply spent their

night dancing to a mediocre DJ.

"I mink that diere was a lot more
control this year than last year," said
Steve Lombardi, ASSU vice president of student affairs. "Last year
was crazy. People were way too belat the event, which took place Friligerent, but this year I think people
day night at the Experience Music
were more aware of die policy."
project (EMP) in downtown SeAs Lombardi said diough, "As an
attle, the scent of liquor permeated
"As long as individuals were re- event coordinator you can only do
the room every so often, but left as sponsible in their consumption and so much. It's really just your audiquickly as it came.
did not over-drink to a point where ence."
But to organizers, the event was we were forced to get involved,
The policy, which organizers say
a success. According to ASSU ofthose working the event were able was effective, kept the event from
ficers, the event sold out, with 700 to let students enjoy themselves," receiving negative attention like mat
ticket holders.
said Hostetter.
seen after Fall Ball earlier diis year.
"The Ball went very well. There
"Last year's issues stemmed alwere very few incidents," said
most exclusively from people who
Michelle Etchart, director of the The Ball went very
came to the event intoxicated and
Center of Student Involvement
never entered the bar area," said
and advisor to ASSU, the organiwell. There were very
Etchart. "We used a system of
zation that hosted the event. "The
evaluating behavior which can be
major contributor to the success of few incidents.
indicators of intoxication. Using
an event like this is the individual
this system, we observed a handful
choices of each of the attendees. In
Michelle Etchart of students who may have been inthis instance, a large group ofpeople
Advisor to ASSU toxicated."
made very good choices and we had
While Michele Murray, assistant
a great event."
vice president for student developOf the students who did drink
Although the overwhelming ment, said the policy is consistent
before the dance, very few were seen majority of students at the dance widi expectations already expressed
didn't show signs of acting intoxiacting inappropriately.
in the Student Code of Conduct,
"There were still students under cated, at least one student spent the extension of that policy "gives
the influence at the dance," said some of the night crouching over a us concrete objectives and a set of
Hallie Hostetter, ASSU junior class toilet in the women's bathroom and expectations everyone is aware of.
representative who was in charge of may also have been the student who In particular, the policy is there to
the event. "The difference, however, vomited the dark pink liquid seen as best as possible ensure that events

celebrations.
But the policy wasn't enough to
keep every student sober.
Although no alcohol was served
en
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Dressed to impress, students at the Masquerade Ball enter the EMP.
that have alcohol will be successful

and fun and also safe."
But for an event to be free from
misuse of alcohol and be safe, it
takes more than a clarification of

policy.
"People need to be willing to
be responsible for themselves, and
students have to expect that when
they cross the boundary of appropriate behavior, diere will be some
consequences," said Murray.

According to Hostetter, students
need to have the opportunity to
show they can be responsible, and
the new policy did make having a
cash bar at the dance difficult.
"My hope is that students will
act in a way that shows die administration that students can and should
be trusted," said Hostetter. "Everything about college is a learning
experience."
Although the process may have
been frustrating for Hostetter, who

management
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I H Combine law and management
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"The alcohol policy assists in
planning for event set-up and contingency plans, which was done successfully [at the Ball]," said Etchart.
"The benefits of diat pre-planning
definitely showed last night."
The policy further explains the
procedure and requirements for
events that serve alcohol, such as
providing high protein food and
required that students have their SU
student identification cards so that
any documentation ofmisconduct
can be handled more efficiently.
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
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said there was not a bar because of"a
miscommunication of expectations
and a lack of detailed communication required by the updated SU
alcohol policy," the process leaves
little room for misinterpretation or
misunderstanding on the students
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because I matter as an individual
within the school. The program is
very intensive, but also incredibly
rewarding. It has been an
invaluable experience in preparing
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world experience."
Simona Bucur, MBA Candidate '08
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Dispatches from Cambodia: A lustful industry
Mike Phillips

On the white plaster wall surrounding Pavilion, a charmingly
colonial boutique hotel and restaurant situated around one ofPhnom
Penh's nicest pools, is a large gold
plaque with bold black letters: "Sex
Tourists Strictly Not Welcome," it
warns.
Pavilion, already a shining oasis from the city's frenzy with its
lounge seating and expansive garden around the pool, is also a welcome relief from the idiosyncratic
couples of the town that leave you
feeling a bit sleazy by association.
The hunched, balding 65-yearold sitting next to you in the cafe,
struggling to pretend at conversation with his beautiful 20-year-old
prostitute can't help but make one
feel a bit awkward.
Cambodia has a well-deserved
reputation as an international
hub of prostitution and sex tourism. The marks of it are all around
town. Signs like the one on Pavilion can be found on many other
restaurants around town, and there
are the guest policies at other hotels like the Serenity Bungalows in
Sihanoukville, Cambodia's premier
beach town. There, all "sex workers,
prostitutes, or masseuses are strictly
prohibited from the premises."
Child sex-tourism a particu—

larly disgusting problem in its own
right has its reminders everywhere
—

you look here. There are the advertisements on the back of Phnom

taxis, telling other motorists
"Don't turn them away, turn them
in." There are die small black stick-

Penh's

diathave been plastered onto flat
surfaces all over town: "Child Sex
Tourism is a Crime." And there are
die übiquitous dull yellow advocacy
polo shirts worn by the moto-taxi
drivers everywhere, handed out by
EC-PAT, a local organization dedicated to ending die practice.
This is a welcome push-back
against the days when visitors (or,
more often, locals) could buy sex
with .a 12-year-old (or 10-year-old,
or eight-year-old, or six-year-old)
for $2, give or take some change,
in die infamous and now mostly
closed brothels of Toul Kork in
ers

Volunteer Writer

—

—

city's northern districts.

Cambodia has a welldeserved reputation

as an international
hub of prostitution
and sex tourism.
But while pedophilia has been
driven deep underground due to aggressive policing and close collaboration (when the brothel's bribes
aren't large enough) between law
enforcement and local organizations, the sex industry as a whole
is thriving.
Understanding the attitudes that
surround it, however, can be a bit
confusing.
Take Him, for example, a 20year-old Cambodian student with
five siblings: four brothers and a
sister.

When I ask Him what he thinks
about sex tourism, he instantly tells
me that it is "very very bad," and
mentions the signs on the back of
all of Phnom Penh's moto-taxis.
It soon becomes clear that we're
talking about two different things,
however. Sex tourism is only sex
tourism with a child. Sex tourism
with an adult? Why, that's not sex
tourism at all. No, he says, "That's
normal". In Cambodia, at least, he's

right.
"We agree to sleep. Adults can
think good or bad, but not children, orphans in poverty," he said.
"They think only money, they do
everything, they don't think good
or bad. With adults, it is legal."
"It is right," he adds.
Milosh, a visitor from Serbia,
puts a different spin on it.
"Maybe in Belgrade, you take a
girl out, spend 50 or 100 euros on
a meal, then go to a bar or a club,
maybe spend even more buying
her drinks," he said. "Then you go
home, maybe you sleep with her,
maybe you don't. Either way, you're

paying."
In Cambodia, he points out, it is
a different story altogether.
"Here in Cambodia, you go to a
bar. You meet a girl. You go home
with her or you don't. You give her
a few bucks if you do. But at least
its a lot more honest this way."
The "few bucks" he mentions
will usually be around $20 for a foreigner. For Khmer, it is much less,
perhaps as little as $3. Though the
women of the country talk about
their revulsion towards the practice, its growth is fairly easy to understand. Earning $20 in a night,

$300, $400 or maybe even more

in a month is nearly unthinkable,
especially in a country where the
average yearly income is $284, significantly less than a month's salary
for a successful prostitute.
Him, like most Khmer men, has
been on more than one occasion.
Each time, he picked the fattest
girl available, a preference that he
sees as a surefire protection against
AIDS, a pandemic that was introduced to Cambodia via the boom
in prostitution that accompanied
the United Nation's peacekeeping
force. While often touted as one of
the organization's great successes,
its only real lasting contribution has
been a thriving and well-entrenched
sex industry, and the introduction
of HIV/AIDS, previously unknown
in the region.
In fact, prostitution has become
so well entrenched here that most
of die usual stigma associated with
the practice is brushed off by normalcy and dollars.
"Even if people know that she
is a prostitute, it's ok, she can still
get married, still get respect," says
Him. "Because now she is rich."
It's ok in the abstract, but when
the question moves closer to home,
the perspective changes. Asked
about his sister, he calmly tells me
that he would "try to help her, and
maybe even tell her not to, once,
maybe twice, maybe even three
times."
"If she still does not listen," he
says, evenly, calmly and in a matter-of-fact way, "then I'd kill her
—

myself."
"Why?" I ask.
"Because she is my sister," he

nl

■BUB,

Prostitution is a new, difficult
and confusing behemoth for Cambodian society to tackle. It's darker
side be it in pedophilia or the
scourge of human trafficking is
well known and heavily publicized
here. But the growth isn't exactly
—

—

slowing.
Mike can be reached at
mike.phillips.3@gmail.com
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of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question - let us prove it.
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bonuses! NO EXP. NEC. Work outside full time. Summer positions available. Call 1-800-327-2468. www.collegepro.com.

Now Todai hiring. Energetic and positive employees. F/T
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P/T. Apply in person: Todai 600 Pine St. inside of Pacific Place Mall. Bring Resume, Ask for Manager.

Summer Part Time Job:
Working at local farmer's markets. Average $14/hour. Need own transportation. Alan Scott 509-901-2079.

Seattle City Valet:
Seattle's premier valet parking company is looking for applicants. Part time evening shifts for downtown Seattle's fine dining restaurants. Call (206)935-9797.
Last November we lost a dear colleague Sommar Kramer, OIT
Director ofUser Services. After childbirth, Sommar passed
away after spending only seven short days with her son, Casey
Nicholas. In memory ofSommar and as a fundraiser for her son,
Seattle University faculty and staff volunteers have organized:
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QUADSTOCK

Photos Courtesy The Lashes
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Rose Egge
Staff Writer

Sitting downwith Ben Clark, lead singer ofThe Lashes, on a
sunny afternoon outside Capitol Hill's Bauhaus coffee shop, he
revealed his true motivations for playing Quadstock: revenge.
Clark has some history with Seattle University. Dressing the
punk rock part in rippechjeans, and a black hooded sweatshirt
pulled over his cap with teased hair coming out the side, Clark
sipped his coffee and told me about the time Seattle University
cheated him out ofplaying Quadstock.
In 1999, when he was in a band called the Stoics, two of
Clark's band mates moved from Spokane to attend Seattle University. Clark decided to tag along and, without an apartment of
his own, moved into his friend's dorm room in Campion Hall.
"I came over and lived in Campion for like a month on the
floor. I had to hide all my stuff because we had to pretend like I
wasn't living there," laughed Clark.
While he was sneaking around Campion, making use of the
community showers and eating off his friends' meal cards, The
Stoics entered Seatde University's Batde of the Bands. They hoped
to take first place and win a chance to play at Quadstock in the
spring. Unfortunately, they only got third place.
"I heard that we officially won but the judges got really mad
because we climbed up on these huge speakers stacks. We were
rocking back and forth and they, like, freaked out. We jumped
off and trashed everything so I heard we got deducted points
for that."
Since then Clark refused to attend Quadstock, until The
Lashes were invited to play.
"It's revenge, you know? On getting third place all those years
ago, and not deserving it, we deserved first place," joked Clark.
"But really we definitely thought it was a really big honor."
Clark described The Lashes as a power-pop band who write
fun songs about bitchy girls.
"Some of them were definitely bitchy, but in the nicest of
ways," he clarified. "We're a pop rock and roll band, we try to be
as catchy as possible while being as loud as possible."
While the music is definitely catchy, students shouldn't expect
to become ill with cheesy lyrics. The Lashes songs are upbeat but

*** i

the message is often cynical and sarcastic.
The band is energetic onstage and their songs usually get the
crowd moving.
"They should expect to have fun and dance and we're talking
like the twist," Clark said. "If they don't go they're just going to
keep hearing about how cool it was from their friends the next
day and they're going to wish that they would've gone."
The Lashes began to form in 2000 as more ofClark's friends
moved to Seattle. For a few years there was a revolving lineup
until they finally found the right group of people. On Lookout!
Records they toured the west coast, played local shows and recorded the album "Get It" in 2005.
Little did they know that Steve Jones, former guitarist for the
Sex Pistols, had come across an unmixed version of "Sometimes
the Sun" and was playing it on his radio show, "Jonesy's Jukebox"
in Los Angeles.
Columbia Records did hear it and signed The Lashes in 2005.
The Label released "Get It" in 2006.
Since then they have toured extensively for nine months,
recorded a new record and even got to visit the Playboy mansion.
"There really isn't a downside. The worst day on tour is better
that the best day at home. It's really cool to pull into cities, not
know anybody and learn about a new place," said Clark.
Their new album will come out sometime this year, but fans
have already been enjoying the new music since last summer at
The Lashes live shows.
"We're really bad, like, when we write a song we start playing it live at the next show," said Clark. "It's pretty cool though
because a lot of the kids that come out to shows have gotten to
know the new songs."
Fans of"Get It" should be happy with new record. The Lashes
haven't changed their style but polished their sound and came
up with some more unique melodies.
"We're still writing dumb pop songs about girls," said Clark.
"But we're refining the art of writing dumb pop songs about
-

girls."
Rose can be reached at eggee@seattleu.edu

of

State

Chris Kissel
Staff Writer
Most couples don't do power pop. Most husbands
don't slam the skins, and their sexy blonde wives usually don't accompany them by jamming out on the
electric organ. Most couples don't go on international
concert tours, and most couples certainly don't make

super-danceable indie rock.
Of course, most couples aren't Mates of State.
The band, which plays what the pretentious alt-rock
taxonomists are calling "twee pop," consists ofKori
Gardner, the organist, and Jason Hammel, the drummer. They formed in Lawrence, Kansas circa 1997 and
have been setting the world on fire ever since.
The music is a synth-heavy, ultra-poppy indie rock
offshoot that balances melodies pilfered from the Beatles with instrumentation that recalls newer alternative
rock staples like Of Montreal.
Oh yeah, and the harmonies. A romantic wouldsay
that these beautifully transcendent vocal harmonies
are an indication of the (should I say it?) harmony
that radiates from any happily married couple. It all
amounts to a great sonic experience, one that, hopefully, will translate to the stage as well as it does to the
plastic disk.
Among recent noteworthy accomplishments for
the band was their inclusion on The OC Mixtape,
Volume 6 (their outstanding cover ofPhantom Planet's
"California" was featured alongside bands like Pinback
and Band of Horses) and their tours with Spoon and
Death Cab for Cutie.
The band's look is about original as it gets. The
whole "married" thing, which gives on for the last ten
years, is a little less White Stripes and little more Marty
and Bobbi Culp. Still, the Mates of State insist that the
music is the most important part of their careers.
"...the fact that we met is a coincidence, because
we would be doing music even if we had never met,"
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Gardner told lazy-i.com back in 2002. "It was coincidentaland lucky that we did meet."
The band's name could also be seen as a symbol of
Gardner and Hammel's love, a moniker that represents two very cool people with a comparable state of
mind. On the bands website, they even take the time

elaborate: "It rhymes."
While the synthesizers do tend to grow old on CD,
it's a kind of music that would probably lend itself
well to an outdoor festival. The hooks are loud, the
harmonies are downright gorgeous, and the mood is
cheerful, as if it were a testament to the state of their
family life, which now includes their two-year-old
daughter, Magnolia.
Because Magnolia accompanies the band on tour,
Mates of State can seem like "a big traveling circus
family," according to Hammel in a December 2006
interview widi daytrotter.com.
All is not funnel cakes and cotton candy for Mates
of State, however. Their newest disk, "Bring it Back,"
takes pains to pull a few darker objects out from under
the bed. Lines like "you could surely try to be more
alive," delivered innocendy enough, show a band maintaining its pop sensibilities while plumbing the depths
of their parental psyches. According to the band, it's a
sign of things to come.
to

"Yes, that cutesy s—t is getting tedious and limiting," said Hammel in 2006. "We are definitely gonna
throw a wrench in the machine on the next record in
order to get peoples' attention."
Regardless, Mates of State are on the come-up, a
band whose catchy-yet-innovative songwriting style has
brought them to the forefront ofalternative rock.
With the power of melody and matrimony (and
an organful ofrighteous grooves), Mates of State are
sure to bring the beat and conquer Quadstock, fam-

ily-style.
Chris can be reached at kisselc@seattleu.edu

Jessie DiMariano

Staff Writer
Alongside the progression ofhip-hop comes the evolution of
the emcee. Now, cutting through cultural, racial and political
lines, more artists embrace their individuality through diction
and style.
Many attempt to step up to the mic and achieve profound lyricism paired with mainstream beats, but perhaps next on the list
ofthose few respected white emcees should be Seatde-based artist
Macklemore, who will be taking the stage at Seatde University's
annual Quadstock this May.
People may try and categorize him alongside Eminem with
his quick-witted banter. However, like many Northwest emcees,
his lyrics are positive and inspire listeners.
Once you listen to his album, "The Language of My World"
in its entirety, he becomes distinctly different and delightfully
distinguishable. He can only be described as Macklemore, a current Seatde resident who has rhymed since the age of 14 and is
one ofhip-hop's most promising artists.
In diis hip-hop age ofclubs and grills, critics and fans alike are
praising the intellectual interruption being made by Maklemore.
From his lyrics, to his beats, to his eclectic track compilation on
"The Language of My World," Macklemore is bringing Seattle
hip-hop to the mainstream frontline with his talent and intel-

like "Fake ID" and "The Bush Song."

His beats are artistically unconventional, drawing from both
underground and mainstream sounds he created with beat maker
and record producer Budo. There are church choir-esque chants
lect.
And no, it is not a front.
in the background, hand clapping to the beats and an overall
Macklemore is a real lyricist, rapping about universal expericatchy sound diat gets people listening.
The album also features the genius work of emcee Xperience
ence on a personal level. He lets his ambition be the source of
the eloquent energy that drives his music.
who is a fellow member with Macklemore of the super-group
On the track entitled, "I Said Hey," Macklemore voices his Stepcousins. Their debut album, set to drop this summer, is sure
infatuation with hip-hop and where it all started...in the first to turn heads and get people listening.
On Macklemore's MySpace music page, he has justifiably
grade.
In die song, he talks about the first time he listened to Digital filled the "sounds like" section in with "honest music." So, give
Underground, doing the "humpty dance" and his respect for MC Macklemore's honest music a listen and let his lyrics lift you up,
Hammer's dance skills. He admits that "this was die foundation make you laugh, make you think and, most of all, make you
that would come to be a life long passion, journey and drive to enjoy the talent behind the mic.
be an emcee."
Pursuing that passion and developing his style and rapping

*-.«-.

character, Macklemore has played an essential role in the Seattle hip-hop scene for the past seven years. Born and raised in
Seattle's Capitol Hill neighborhood, Macklemore began rapping
as a member of Elevated Elements, which he founded when he
was just 14 years old.
From there he went on to eagerly master his solo career.
In his 2005 debut album, Macklemore creates a socially and
racially conscious musical masterpiece that is widely appealing
and collectively respected.
The opening track on the album, "White Privilege," showcases
Macklemore's self-proclaimed respect for the hip-hop culture,
despite his inherent absence from it.
"I feel like I paid dues but I'll always be a white emcee/I give
everything I have when I write a rhyme/But that doesn't change
the fact that this culture is not mine/But I'm gonna be me so
please be who you are," raps Macklemore on the track.
Also on the album is a collection oftracks that speak to politics,
socio-economic issues and the degradation of women. He masterfully juxtaposes these taboo topics with satirical songwriting
and genuine emotion, offering his listeners tracks ranging from
love ballads like die aptly titled, "Love Song" and inspirational
recordings like "Hold Your Head Up," to comedic compositions

Jessie can be reached at dimarian@seattleu.edu
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God Module, Tao Factor
$8
8 p.m.
B Corazon

Rose Egge

Staff Writer

Fit, April 27

A New Day, Seattle
University's Spring Choir

Concert
$7 student
8 p.m.
St. Joseph Church (17th anc
E. Aloha)

|

The Blood Brothers
$13

|

The Showbox
The Relay (Tribute to The
Who)

$7

9:30 p.m.
El Corazon

$15, 21+
8 p.m.

:

Sat., April 28

Sloane
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Champion leaves the game victorious

Thurs., April 26

8 p.m.

Anyone who has played with
these guys, seen their show, or listened to theirrecords knows Champion was something special.
"We really wanted to fly the Seattle hardcore flag and I think we
did. We wanted to give back to the
scene that gave us so much," said
guitarist Chris Williams. "From the
kids that support us up here to the
bands that came before us and influenced us, to the bands right now
that are keeping the torch going."
For seven years Champion
changed the hardcore scene in the
northwest through constant touring, passionate performances and
a positive message. They have been
admired for theirsincerity as much
as musical talent.
When it all came to an end,
instead of fading away, Champion
went out with a bang in a final show
that will be remembered in Seattle's
hardcore scene for years to come.
Now that the DVD/CD has been
released it is a great time to look
back on the history ofa major force
in Seattle hardcore music.

the songs on Champion's first EP
"Come Out Swinging."
"We really wanted to focus on
bringing a lot of melody to that
record. The big thing among kids
hardcore was mosh, but we wanted
to do something a little different.
We wanted to stand out. So when
everyone wanted to have Cro-mags
riffs we went more in the direction
of bands like Turning Point and
Dag Nasty," said Williams.
Champion has always stood out
among Seattle hardcore bands in

think we had a prayer of doing anything with them," said Williams.
In 2002 Champion released
their second EP "Count Our
Numbers" on Bridge 9. Their new
guitarist, Aram Arslanian, wrote a
majority of the record, altering their
sound to be less melodic and an octave heavier.
Seattle's hardcore scene had

also begun to develop. Champion's
shows got bigger and the band had
more places to play. The "Count
Our Numbers" release party at The

Go Betty Go, Another
Perfect Crime
$8
7 p.m.
El Corazon
Tues., May 1
Pretty Ricky
$32
7 p.m.

Neumos
Weds., May 2
Kings of Leon
$24.50
8 p.m.
The Paramount
Bright Eyes
$25 $29.50
7:30 p.m.
The Paramount
-

On Campus: Intimate
Human Exhibit
The Lee Center

Tues.-Thurs.
The Spring Art Show
Vachon Room

trampoline

onstage.

"I'm sure if I saw a video of [the
early shows] now I'd totally cringe,"
Williams said. "But I'm just as sure
that I wouldn't be able to help but
smile."
Between 1999 and 2000 Champion began writing songs and recorded two demos.
"We just wanted to have fun.
That was the main thing. None of
us had ever been in any bands before except Eagle, so we knew that
we weren't going to be the best band
in the world, but to us that didn't
matter," said Williams.
Nonetheless their second demo
caught the attention of Phyte records, who re-released many of

back home.
Things became even more complicated when Champion began negotiating with Equal Vision records.
Bigger tours, music videos and years
of debt loomed before them.
After all the angst they went

through recording "Promises Kept,"
Champion grew stressed about their
next record.
"We did it because we loved it
and when it started being a burden we decided it was time to put
it to rest. We never wanted to be
a band that faded out. We knew
that we couldn't do it if our hearts

The Last Show

The Beginning
Champion formed in 1999
when Jim Hesketh, Chris Williams
and Eagle Barber (later in Stay
Gold) were hanging out behind the
old Velvet Elvis in Pioneer Square.
The three friends reminisced about
an older, faster style of hardcore
that had peaked in the late 1980's
that few bands were still playing in
Seattle.
"Hardcore really went metal in
the 90s, and in Seattle that was really prominent," said lead singer Hesketh. "There's a lot of great bands
that came from here, but not bands
that were our style. We wanted to
do something different."
The three friends formed Champion, named after a clothing brand
that was popular in their music
scene, and started playing local
shows.
Seattle was receptive to Champion from the beginning, and their
live shows became memorable
events. At one show, fans brought
a chest full of stage clothes and
moshed in dresses and wigs. At
another, Champion played with a

have great memories ofthose tours,
tensions began to form among band
members and some of the guys
missed their friends and families

weren't 100 percent into it," Williams said.

Neumos

Sun., April 29

April 25, 2007

Photo Courtesy Champion

Guitarist Chris Williams reaches a higher place in the minds ofhis fans
through Champion's legacy as a passionate, energetic live band.
their constant touring. After they
released, "Come Out Swinging"
they promoted it with four West
Coast tours.
"Our goal was to get on theroad
and tour, because no other bands
in Seattle did that, especially like
hardcore bands at the time," said
Hesketh.

Gaining Success
Champion's following continto grow as they toured and
played more local shows. The
shows kept getting bigger, with
more sing-a-longs and stage dives.
ued

"Thelive show was incredible, prob-

ably one of the tightest bands and
some of the best energy I've ever
seen. Beyond that, all of that the
lyrics and the things they said on
stage were things they truly meant
from the bottom of their hearts,"
said Joe Lacey, from the band Outbreak.
When Bridge 9 Records heard
about Champions live performance
they signed the band immediately.
"At that time Bridge 9 was really
coming out as the up and coming
hardcore label, and we really didn't

"The last show was, up until this
point in my life, the best night of
my life. It was more amazing than
anything I could ever imagine," said
bass player Andy Norton.
Bands drove up from California
to play the show and fans flew in
from as far away as Europe. To give
fans a final something, Champion
filmed their final show and released
it as a live CD/DVD on April 24,
2007.
"We knew that more than just
a last show, and this was an opportunity to showcase Seattle and give
strength to the future of this scene,"
said Williams.
It was likely the most energy El
Corazon has ever seen. The entire
floor made up a giant circle pit
while kids were constantly crowd

surfing and

stage

diving through

the whole show. Fans sang the
words to every song with Hesketh,
who stayed close and connected
with them during his set.
"I was lucky enough to share the
stage with Champion that night as
[my band] Outbreak played," said
Lacey. "The place was packed and
you could barely move and it was
probably 150 degrees inside but no
one really cared. It was easily the
best show I have ever been to."

Paradox was sold out.
"Before we would play basements to like 20 people, and that's
all you could do. For a hardcore
band to sell out a place with like 500
kids there was crazy," said Hesketh.
When "Champion went into to
studio to record their first, and
only, full length record they set
"[Champion] played so good,
high expectations. The record definitely giving it their all for the
had to be focused, have direction, last show. Jimmy Hesketh had to
and represent their career thus far. get stitches because he got kicked
"We wanted 'Promises Kept' to be in the face accidentally by someone
everything that Champion was, but stage diving and still kept going for
we wanted to step it up to the next
the rest of the set," said Champion
level. We wanted the fast parts to fan Evan Robertson.
be faster, the melodic parts to be
It was a fitting end for the
more melodic, and we wanted the band that raised the flag for Sepassion to be more passionate," said attle hardcore, gave strength to the
Williams.
straightedge movement and always
Though it was the most difficult remained true to their sound and
recording Champion ever made, it their message.
was worth all the challenges when
"For me, Champion was evthey finished at 5 a.m. one morning erything that I wanted to do as a
knowing that "Promises Kept" was kid," Hesketh said. "I'm proud of
their best record yet.
everything that we've done, and I
have no regrets. It will always be
All good things...
the greatest accomplishment ofmy
life."
After "Promises Kept" was released in 2004, Champion toured Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu
nonstop for two years. While they
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Redemption without 'Sin,' insight at the Frye
Emily Holt

Staff Writer
For all of you still in the Lenten spirit of redemption and guilt,
there is a new exhibit at the Frye
Art Museum that will evoke both
universal feelings, captivating upon
first glance.
Entitled "Sin," this Franz Von
Stuck painting has been given a new
twist by local Seattle artist Victoria
Haven.
German painter Von Stuck (18631928) is known for his symbolic
works featuring the theme of femme
fatale. Whereas Victoria Haven is a
Seattle-based artist who has had her
three dimensional art featured in
the Seattle Art Museum. These two
artists may be separated by culture,
language and world view, but art has
been the bridge between them.

The "Sin" exhibit has been featured in the Frye since March 17
and will remain until Sept. 30. The
painting, produced in 1893, features a nude female, surrounded by
long, almost maroon hair and a dark
green background. Her face also lies
in shadow, pulling the viewer's full
attention toward her starkly pale
torso and breasts. Her lower back
is thrust forward, proudly pushing
her glowing body even further into
the viewer's focus.
The painting is usually installed
as a piece of modern art hung at
eye level, but Von Stuck originally
intended the painting to be part of
an altar, placed high above peoples
heads. Frye stayed true to Stuck's artistic wishes and implored the help
of Haven.
The painting, encased in a large
gold frame, is now the sole piece

in

a large room, entirely painted a
deep, forest green. It hangs on one

wall, about three feet above eye level.
From the paintings corners comes
Haven's contribution—sculpted
gold Mylar and pins shaped into
large, jagged spikes that extend to
the fours corners of the wall. The
gold highlights the sexual energy
of the work, focused in the female's
glowing body. This delicate but dramatic sculpture creates a new altar
that has viewers talking about the
piece widi mixed reviews.
A single small, black notebook
placed in the room painting for
viewers' comments speaks volumes
about die controversy of the painting and its presentation. Some chastised the altar set, declaring that it
spoke to die immorality of this generation and its preoccupation with
sin. Others praised the ingenious

layout and how the artists unabashedly addressed a topic so raw and
inherent to human nature.
Given the placement of the

crane his or her neck, physically
stretched and humbled, reminded
that humanity is subject to sin and
worships it without reserve in the
most uninhibited situations.
Some people may chastise the
negative influence of a work such
as "Sin," but considering the more
conservative time in which Stuck
first revealed his work, the question must be asked: Should society
avoid the treatment of taboo subjects such as sin and sex, shame and
sinful pride, because of the time
period? Or admit that sin unites
all of humanity and is worthy of
to

painting above the viewer's head
and the green walls that surround
the single bench in front of the
painting, one cannot help but feel a
sense of humbling subservience to
the power held in the femme fatale.
This archetypal figure in literature
and art is often featured as a luring
and seductive woman.
While a different hue of green
might have invoked thoughts of
life and growth, the darkly painted
walls, evocative of a medieval forest, display?
complement die foreboding feeling
It is a question not just for art
of being in the presence ofsuch sexconnoisseurs, but for anyone existual energy. With the painting at eye ing in popular culture.
level, the viewer could confront sin,
and tackle it. But with the work Emily can be reached at
so high above, the viewer is made
holtel@seattleu.edu

The coolest alternative poetry event no one attended
Lauren Padgett
Entertainment Editor

Opening night of Eleventh
Hour's Seattle Poetry Festival
promised to be a night ofeclectic
art and magnetic spoken word.
But no one wanted to go with me.
Some feigned half interest; others
fervently compared it to going to
school on a weekend.
But what they really missed was
a gothic, scantily-clad bumblebee
on stilts. And a contortionist group
that climbed on top ofeach other
in amazingly difficult sequences.
They missed out on free, delicious
hors d'oeuvres, $3 wine, Gabriel
Teodros and the powerful lyrics of
Canary Sing.
Located less than two city blocks
from campus at the Pravda Studio
on 10th Ave., the only indication of
what was upstairs happened to be a
small, white sandwich board with a
balloon animal on its front, which
may explain why most of Seattle
missed out on this one.
While the event was deemed a
success by volunteer coordinators,
there should have been more students there. The visual performers
were bizarre enough to keep the
audience interested and the spoken

word artists conjured passion from
all sides of the room.
A girl in an electric orange miniskirt jumpsuit danced around the
party with a hoola hoop. She was
joined by a belly dancer in red,
while the bumblebees looked on

The visual performers
were bizarre enough

to keep the audience
interested and the

spoken word artists
conjured passion from
all sides of the room.

from seven feet high. The theme of
the festival happened to be "practice safe poetry." A woman wearing a balloon animal skirt walked
around the party carrying a silver
platter, handing out condoms with
the slogan on the packaging.
But when the poets took the

mic, the guests instantaneously
clustered around and sat on the
floor, ready to listen.
A group of literary musicians
from the Hugo House accompanied the Rockrr Grrls, two women
who mix spoken word with pop
songs, in a shaky rendition of Carly
Simon's "You're So Vain." The response for the set was mixed—the
two women seemed nervous but
the crowd was appeasing nonetheless.
It was when Canary Sing shouted their anthem from two corners
of the room that people began to

really listen.
Canary Sing's passion for spoken word is incredibly palpable.
Demanding attention from the
conversational audience, Madeleine
Clifford and Hollis Wear got them
clapping and singing along as they
rapped about everything from love
to like. Gabriel Teodros and Khalil
Crisis of Abyssinian Creole stood
in the crowd, stomping their feet
and cheering them on.
Shortly after, poet Anis Mojgani
beckoned the crowd to "come closer" and the results sent chills down
my spine. A two-time National Poetry Slam champion, Mojgani is a
small man with a powerful voice,

help of Toni Hill. The Seattle skyline twinkled in the night as they
rapped about growing up in South

Britten Stark

The Spectator

Lux Luvlore, Cheryl Moser, and
Grame Quinn, of Primary Element, perform at the Seattle Poetry Festival
his words clear and thought provoking. When he speaks it is hard
not to listen.
The older crowd began to disperse around 10 p.m., but Abyssinian Creole was ready to take the

Seattle and representing the Northwest properly. Canary Sing got the
small crowd moving, delivering the
same intense, understanding energy that Abyssinian Creole started
in the crowd earlier that night.
The party was not meant for
criticism, rather, an exciting look
at the weekend to come for Eleventh Hour.
People reminded each other of
the upcoming readings from members of Youth Speaks Seattle, and
of the poetry slam at Chop Suey
later that weekend as the small
crowd dispersed into the Friday

night.
Excitedly, I called the friends
who bailed earlier that night to tell
them of all I saw. They expressed
disappointment and slight jealousy
at the missed opportunity. It was
one of those events everyone in
Seattle should experience at least
once. This is the voice of the city,
recited in a simple fashion, in an
empty space where all you need is
a mic.

stage.

To a group ofno more than 30,
Teodros and Crisis rapped with die

Lauren can be reached at
padgettl@seattleu.edu

Nerdcore rap: where Dungeons and Dre meet
Sean Towey
Staff Writer
It's "Office Space"

A tribute to the strong cult fol-

meets

"Na-

poleon Dynamite," sounds like Dt.
Dre and moves like Gollum. It's over
100 percent white, nerdy, Dungeon
and Dragon fans with long hair and
glasses (who have yet to discover deodorant) packed into El Corazon
on a Wednesday night.
It's nerdcore hip-hop, and its creator and Godfather is one MC Frontalot, aka Damian Hess. Thoroughly
white, bald with thick, black, square
rimmed glasses, he recently released
his second full length album "Secrets
from the Future." Still more of an
Internet phenomenon than a tangible musical scene, it has seen its live
.shows grow in attendance as more
artists join the nerdcore ranks.

lowing is the five star ranking of MC
Frontalot'sfirst release "Nerdcore Rising" on iTunes.
Nerdcore's popularity comes,
without a doubt, from its subject
matter.

"I just end up writing about Inporn and 'Star Wars' conventions," said Hess.
Beyond that, MC Frontalot raps
about a nerd's futile attempts at romance, several different videogames
and the different ways to hide porn
files on a family computer.
Frontalot dedicates his voice to revealing the average nerd's lonely lifestyle. During his live showhe picked
songs based on how a 20-sided Dungeon and Dragons die came up.
Unfortunately for those in the audience who had never played Dunternet

geon and Dragons or actually played
varsity sport in high school, (I might
have been the only one), many of the
jokes go right over the top. It was the
first time that I felt like a bunch of
nerds were laughing at me, instead of
the other way around.
"Secrets from the Future" is
a throwback to the original hiphop of the late '80s and '90s, full
of musical creativity and original
subject matter. The beats are fresh
and inviting, and, considering the
fan base, are easy to dance to. It is
a direct attack on the mainstream
"garbage" played on the radio on a
a

daily basis.
MCFrontalot sticks to his nerdcore
his new album with songs titled "You Got Asperger's" and "I Hate
Your Blog," as well as a hilarious skit
dealing with robot phone operators.

roots on

However, some of the best songs
the album take a slightly different turn. "Livin' At The Corner
of Dude and Catastrophe" sounds
very similar to Beck, criticizing
the waste of space that 20-something year-old males can be. My
personal favorite, "Origin of Species," which features an awesome
on

slide guitar part, hilariously pokes
fun at the far Christian right and
their attempts to purge America
of atheists.
Local nerdcore heroes Optimus
Rhyme appear on the album, writing the "Ping Pong Song" which
features MC Frontalot. They
opened the nerdcore show on
April 18 at El Corazon.
Though the beats are all different, MC Frontalot raps the same
way through every song. The

of words in each bar of
changes, and the flow
of the words feel stagnant after a
few songs.
His live show is full of energy,
and he definitely understands the
crowd. However, this is a doubleedged sword. Though his loyal
fan base loves the D and D jokes,
it shuns away people who might
enjoy the music but are not true
nerds.
MC Frontalot and all the other
nerdcore rappers are worth checking out, for nerds and jocks alike.
It is time for hip-hop to return
to the humor and creativity that
made it a mainstream musical inamount

music rarely

fluence.
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
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Roach fueled by his love of the game
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer

Thursday April 26

1 p.m. UW softball vs.
Oregon State at Husky
Softball Stadium.

It's not easy being a pitcher on the SU
baseball team.
The team, whose entire roster only
boasts 13 players, has just three pitchers.
That means little or no relief, for anyone
who ventures to take the mound on any
given game day.
Kevin Roach recendy discovered that
the best way to get off the mound is to
end the game yourself.
After pitching 10 innings, Roach
hit a walk-offhomerun to beat Central

7:05 p.m., Seattle Mariners
vs. Kansas City Royals at
Safeco Reld.

Oregon Community College during
the team's last home series. While some
would probably boast of the feat, seeing as
how thatkind of performance is virtually
unheard of in modern day baseball,

8 p.m. Lacrosse vs. the

|

j

University of Washington at
UW IMA Fields.

Friday April 27

Saturday April 28

6:05 p.m., Seattle Mariners
vs. Kansas City Royals at
Safeco Field.

7 p.m., Seattle Sounders
Women vs. Tri Cities Xtreme
at Starfire Stadium.
2 p.m., UW softball vs.
Oregon at Husky Softball

Stadium.

Sunday April 29

1:05 p.m., Seattle Mariners
vs. Kansas City Royals at
Safeco Reld.

Roach is not that kind of person.
"I was just tired of playing baseball Jackie Canchola
that day," says Roach, adding that credit Kevin Roach rounds third after hitting a walk-off homerun in a recent
should go to his teammates for rallying to
tie the game in the ninth inning.
campus.
night before and were still drunk when
Soft-spoken and polite, Roach does
"Seattle's just a really good city to be the game started. There were a lot of
in," says Roach. "It's really progressive."
not come across as your stereotypical
errors and a lotofstrikeouts," says Roach,
jock. The junior social work major is
TheRedhawks recendy played a series adding that that game was a wakeup call
more likely to discuss how much helikes against his former school. While the ofsorts.
the academics at SU than discuss his own three game set featured a trio of exciting
The team must win out in order to
accomplishments on the field.
contests, Roach says that it was also nice
make the playoffs this season. Roach
Roach hopes to get a job withTeach
to see his former teammates.
thinks durability will be a factor. Some
for America, an organization that sends
"They're a good group of guys," says of the teams they play against will have
recent college grads to teach in inner
Roach. "There [were] no hard feelings or rosters of 25 or 30 players, a noticeable
city schools. After that, he says he would anything."
difference in size from that of the SU
like to work as a counselor in a hospital
While Roach says that he is not roster.
setting, or continue to teach.
hitting as well as he would like to this
But overcoming adversity is something
But playing baseball in the future season, his pitching has been a bright the team has had to live with all year, and
is also not far from his mind. The
spot. Roach, who features an array of
teammates think Roach has been a large
Bainbridge High School graduate has pitches, including an 85 mph fastball, piece of their success in doing so.
been playing since he was five and is not a deadly curve and the trickiest pitch
"Kevin is the one guy on the team
ready to stop just yet.
in baseball, the knuckle ball, is 4-1 this
that I see as an actual team leader by the
"I would like to try out for a minor season. He attributes his success to hard way he conducts himself on and off the
league team somewhere down the road," work and good team chemistry around field," says teammate Nick Shekeryk,
says Roach. "But I'll have to train hard him.
who describes Roach as a "very selfless
for it this summer."
"At the beginning of the year there player."
Roach, a former All-American was a lot of tension between players and
Teammate David Murkami says
at Western Washington University,
coaches," says Roach. "But it's a good that Roach's goofy personality has been
transferred to SU after two years at group of guys and we're pretty serious a welcomed addition to the team.
WWU and a semester at the University about it."
"Kevin keeps the team verylaidback,"
of San Diego. He says SU appealed to
That seriousness wasn't present during says Murakami. "He's not very vocal, but
him because of its social work program a trip to Berkley, says Roach.
as a team we all look up to him. He leads
and the sense of community on the
"A couple guys went out drinking the by example.

THe Spectator

extra-inning game.
Roach says that the team has become
closer as the year has progressed. TheSU
baseball club is only in its second year
of existence and has had to deal with a
number of issues.
Roach says one of those issues was
the frustration of his head coach, J.D.
Jackson. He says Jackson, who played
as high as the Cape Cod leagues in his
own career, seemed to have a hard time

adjusting to the level ofcompetition that
exists in SUs league.
"Coach just loves the game of
baseball," says Roach. "I think it was
hard for him to adjust to the level of
recreational league after all his years of
competitive baseball."
Roach says he plans on playing with
a summer league team during the off
season and wants to improve his arm
strength. He has already had several offers
from teams that want him to join, but
Roach says the decision to keep playing
is based on his love for the game.
"It's a great oudetfor me," says Roach,
"I just love playing baseball."

Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu

Track and Reld Times

Relay team exceeds personal performances

Oregon Invitational

Jessie Dimariano
Staff writer

SU Relay Team
Daniel Sullivan
Nicholas Dols
Garret Brown
Loyal Allen, Jr.
3:19.41

400-meter hurdles
Daniel Sullivan
54.99 seconds

Last weekend, the Seattle
University men's track and field
team set a new school record as they
competed against some of the top
athletes in the Pacific Northwest at the
Oregon Invitational on Saturday.
The relay team —consisting of
Daniel Sullivan, freshman sprinter,
Nicholas Dols, junior distance runner,
Garrett Brown, senior sprinter and
jumper and Loyal Allen, Jr., junior

sprinter—joined together to produce
time of 3:19.41, just barely ahead
of the previous relay time set back in
a

800-meter run
Nicholas Dois
1:55.62

May, 2003.
"There is a broad range of ages
on the 4x400 team," said Dols
about his fellow competitors. "More
experienced runners like Garrett
[Brown] contribute race strategy and
racing tactics. The younger guys like
Dan [Sullivan] provide new talent and
lively energy. For seniors, this is it."

Earlier in the day, though, the Warner Pacific Mini-Meet on times have been relatively consistent
competition in the individual Friday.
but I really want to run faster," said
events fell below the team's personal
"We used the Warner Pacific meet Arce. "I just have to focus on taking
expectations.
to get some people more experience
care of my body so I will be ready for
Sullivan finished 11 th in the 400- and opportunity at events they don't my next race."
meter hurdles with a time of 54.99
get enough time in otherwise and to
Also focusing on their personal
seconds, while Dols finished 13th give others another opportunity to set goals and conference training were
in the 800-meter run with a time of a qualifying mark for GNAC's," said Matt Crumedy, sophomore jumper,
1:55.62.
Trisha Steidl, head coach. "It's a lowwho had his best throw of the season,
"Ideally, the Oregon Invitational key meet, which allows the athletes and Courtney Cabebe, freshman pole
was supposed to be my qualifying
to relax a little bit while still trying
vaulter, who finished in second place
meet. I wanted to run 1:51 in the 800,
for high goals."
in the women's 400-meter hurdles
but it's not a perfect world," said Dols.
Maintaining her consistency and pole vault.
"The weather was quite unfavorable with her 1500-meter performances,
The women's team earned 43 total
and I was not relaxed during my race.
Charisse Arce, senior distance runner, points, finishing in third place overall,
With about 300 meters left my arms won the women's 1500-meter run while the men's team picked up 28
and legs completely locked up."
with a time of 5:04.73.
points, finishing in sixth place.
Both Sullivan and Dols had
With one last chance to qualify
Hoping to run the race in under
previously qualified for the GNAC five minutes, Arce was mildly and prepare for the GNAC
Championships in the two events in impressed with her performance. Championships, the track and field
hopes of contributing team points in She has been battling a knee injury team heads to Bellingham, Wash.,
the conference meet in May.
that took away her cross country for the Western Washington Twilight
Also continuing to compete season last year, but she continues to Meet next Friday, April 27 at 3 p.m.
in preparation of the conference
maintain focus on her goals.
meet were the remaining members
"I always think about what I could Jessie can be reached at
of the men's and women's teams at have done differendy to run faster. My dimarian@seattleu.edu
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in the next
game SU's offense
slowed and WWU's
rocketed, which ended the game
in five innings due to the tenrun rule with a score of 11-1.
"I feel like sometimes you
can't tell if were winning or we're
losing. We just kind of stay at
the equilibrium no matter what
position we are at in a game. We
need to show a little more heart.
You have to play with a purpose
and with urgency, that every bat
counts, every play on the field
counts," said Martin.
Beyond the "something", the
team is also battling through
injuries that set them back
defensively and offensively.
Pitcher Katie Rojano is
struggling with a shoulder injury,
which leaves the team with only
two pitchers to control the plate.
In Sunday's first game a key
member of the team's lineup and
infield, Megan Maclsaac, left the
game after injuring her leg.
Before the loss of Maclsaac
though, SU's offense struggled
to get hits off WWU's pitcher
on Saturday earning only three
hits in the game. WWU took
advantage of SU's pitching,
earning 10 hits and 11 runs in
five innings.
After the heavy loss SU came
back Sunday with a vengeance.
Cueto hit a two-run homerun
in the fourth inning, giving SU a
2-0 lead. SU brought in another
two runs in the fifth inning and
continued to shut WWU down
at the plate. With a 4-0 lead
going into the seventh inning
WWU fought to come back
and push one run across, making
WWU's loss to SU 4-1.
But, as with Saturday, after
earning a strong 4-1 win, the
team seemed to lose its intensity
in the second game.
While Powers said he was
proud of how the team played
in the fourth game, he also said,
"We need to take advantage of
the opportunities when we have
runners in scoring position. We
had our chances and weren't able
to capitalize when we had the

opportunity."
Martin also feels that the
needs to view each game
as a clean slate.
"The team needs to come
out with a purpose, with the
intention to win both games
and once we play the first game,
regardless of the result of it, the
second game is a whole new
game," she said. "The intensity,
team

Jackie Canchola

concentration and the attitudes

need to stay the whole way
through the game."
Although the bats were strong
"

Make

a

13

spectaor

spectaor

the

wish game hits SU

I feel like sometimes

you can't tell if we're

winning or loosing."
Erin Martin

Pitcher
on both sides, SU lost out on
timely hits and opportunities to
score. After WWU scored four
runs in the third inning the
Redhawks went through the
motions for two innings, but
brought themselves back into the
game in the sixth inning. A twoout rally, with a solo homerun by
Brenda Stice, junior designated
player, and another run by Cueto
cut WWU's lead in half.
WWU upped their lead in the
seventh to 5-2 with an unearned
run, but their real struggle came
in the bottom of a tense seventh
inning when SU threatened to
tie the game.
With runners on second and
third and two-outs Stice hit a
fly ball to the fence, but it fell
a couple feet short, and WWU
took the win, 5-2.
Because SU didn't come
away with a winning record,
their tentative berth to regionals
becomes more uncertain as they
go into games this weekend
against Central Washington who
is 10-4 in conference matches.
SU, 9-5 in conference, must
finish second in the GNAC to
make it to regionals, but with a
tied record CWU can override
SU's slot to regionals if they
sweep SU and WWU.
Despite this pressure, Cueto
has a strategy for the upcoming
games.
"I am going to play hard,
have fun and not hold anything
back," she said. "This is when the
heart in a team really shows. [...]
We need to prove that we are a
great team and that we deserve to
be in the regional tournament."
SU will have the opportunity
to prove their strength against
Central Washington April
29 after a trip to Northwest
Nazarene tomorrow.

Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
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The Softball team huddles around Coach Dan Powers in between
innings for some words of inspiration.

JackieCanchola

The Spectator

SFC Scott Davis shoots over swimmer Gordon Smith duringthe second annual Make-A-Wish Foundation
benefit basketball match. The game featured a right game between student athletes and faculty members.
A $2 recommended donation was taken at the door, and proceeds were joined together with the efforts of
several penny drives held within the dormitories.

A look at Endeavor magazine
Brenda Stice
Sports editor
It started with an idea, a
spark in the mind of Dan
Tripps, but has since developed
into a publication described
as a "thoughtful, intelligent
conversation" about sport.
Tripps, director of the center
for the study of sport and
exercise, said his idea stemmed
from his graduate-level sports
education program. The
program's objective aligns rather
closely with what Tripps had in
mind for the magazine.
"My goal is to try to bring
the academic universe and the
real world together as much as
I can," he said. "The idea of the
magazine was to give students
the opportunity for leadership
and to connect them with
not only their colleagues and
students and faculty of Seattle
University, but people in the
sports community on a oneto-one basis who might have

something to say."
The students, all enrolled
in the graduate program led
by Tripps, include Troy Kirby,
managing editor, and Maylon
Hanold, content editor. Both
have expended much time and

effort just trying to get the
magazine up and running, a
task that Hanold says was hard
considering that there is so much
competition in the magazine

publication market.
One of the main challenges
that the group faced was
distinguishing the magazine
among its more successful
peers.
"We don't want to be the
news magazine. We don't want
to be just simply controversial,"
said Hanold. "We want to
be thoughtful and thought
provoking. We want to raise the
bar on the conversation about

sport."
Hanold's

use

of the

term

"sport" is not the same as what
most people consider when they
hear the word. She feels that
it can bee seen in a different
way, especially by the Seattle
University community.
"Sport is very much seen as a
detractor to academic and more
thoughtful, or what [people]
think of as more thoughtful,
pursuit," said Hanold. "We
don't think of sport as being
thoughtful and academic, and yet
it has much of that to embrace.
But we don't create it in our
society. We can all understand

what that is, whether avid sports
fans or not."
The magazine's first issue
came out on Sunday April 15 and
exhibits fiction, poetry, artwork
aSnd philosophical thought
and even interviews. It can be

found

at

http://www.seattleu.

edu/artsci/css/endeavor/index.
asp. The

current

issue

can

be

downloaded as a PDF file, but
is not available in print format
at this time.
SThe next issue is scheduled to
within six months.
The magazine has high
hopes for the future and
plans to gradually increase the
publications from bi-yearly
to quarterly or even monthly.
Whatever the publication dates,
it promises to engage readers in
an intelligent and accessible
conversation about sport.
"It's strictly to not leave
the academic conversation in
an isolated fashion, so that we
[don't] all just sort of talk to one
another and then go home, but
that we pay attention to what's
happening in the planet and
hear back from people," said
come out

Tripps.
Brenda can be reached at
sticeb@seattleu.edu
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Less than 24 hours after the Virginia Tech shootings, images of the deranged gunman, 23 year-old Sueng-hui Cho, were
plastered across televisions and newspapers nationwide.
Many argue that NBC's decision to release the killers tapes
and pictures gave him exactly what he wanted infamy and
superstardom.
News organizations across the nation began to broadcast
his manifesto and ramblings not because they feared the results of this knowledge, but because they knew the ramifications of misinformation were far greater.
The news, no matter how evil, must be covered in an honest, factual, unbiased, yet critical way.
As mediators of message, the journalists, correspondents,
researchers and anchors at NBC had a job to do they provided frightening answers to the unanswered questions at
Virginia Tech. While some blame the news organization for
feeding the demands of the deadly shooter, the bottom line
is that we will learn from him and his actions, and optimistically, we will prevent such a tragedy from happening again.
In some ways, mass distribution of the manifesto and the
homemade videos gave the public the answers Columbine
failed to it offered the closest insight into the mind of a
mass school murderer to date.
As members of the press, it is our responsibility to portray
the news as it happens to seek out the truth and report
it accurately. Any questions that can be answered through
mass media should be, in the loftier hope of improving our
society through the dispersal of knowledge. The more we
know and can bring awareness to, whether it is the war in
Iraq or the mindset of the Virginia Tech gunman, the better
-

-

-

Julie Smith
Advertising Manager
Emily James
Ad Sales Representative
D.J. Weidner
Ad Sales Representative
Jessie DiMariano

Staff Writer

-

our chances

of addressing and improving these problems that
exist within our society.
The images provoke a sense of fear in the viewer raise the
potential of copycat crimes and give twisted inspiration for
the deranged, depressed individuals who commit these sorts
of crimes.
However, if the images and videos were not released in a
professional and responsible manner, via reliable news sources, but rather leaked in the form of internet video clips, the
opportunity for constructive analysis and investigation which
will certainly lead to a greater understanding of the tragic
events would have been compromised.
The result of the propagation of information will ultimately lead to a more in-depth understanding of what factors
caused this event to happen. Instead of treating the symptoms of a greater societal problem, we must be examining
and looking for a way to hedge off detrimental elements of
behavior, before they can manifest themselves as dangerous
problems.
If the public decides it cannot handle truthful and informative images, if it chooses to censor unavoidable, often ugly
truths, then we are backtracking and choosing to remain
ignorant. We will literally make it impossible to learn from
the mistakes of the past.
While mourning the loss of the 32 lives at Virginia Tech,
it is essential that we remain frank and candid in our pursuit
of understanding. The tragedy at Virginia Tech will never
be forgotten, but let us understand the causes, the mistakes
that were made, so that we can avert such an event from
happening again.

Rose Egge

Staff Writer
"

Jessica Van Gilder
Staff Writer
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Animals have needs

As
concerned customers, the fashion
conscious at Seattle University
should resist the latest trends
advertising fur in their designs.
After reading the Associated
Press article, "Activists rip Penney

dog-fur coats

over

-

too.

jackets pulled

stores, then put back on
shelves," I was quite disappointed
to learn that the J.C. Penney
Co. had deliberately deceived its

from

customers.

Department stores should
be. held accountable for their
immoral behavior. Penney lied to
its customers after finding out that
the products were not faux, causing
great discomfort to the American

public. Furthermore, directing
employees to use marker pens to
blot

out

the line on the label that

identified the trim as raccoon fur
only made their company look
desperate.
Perhaps instead of taking
such drastic measures

to

increase

as their top priority. After

all, credibility and integrity matters
most in their line of work where
brand image either stumps the
competitors or helps them.
The process that turns living
creatures into fashion accessories

should

not

find approval

in

Seattle, especially at our Jesuit
institution. Even wearing faux fur
hurts animals because it suggests
that citizens need fur in order to
gain social acceptance. For many
years, women wore mink coats
to showcase their social class and

privilege.
Nowadays, young people
would like to prove that fake fur
is okay, but the problem is that it
is often difficult to tell faux from
the real thing, as we can see with
the department stores that sold
the Sean John jackets made with
dog fur. According to the article,
"Macy's pulls items after group
says animals killed in China for
material," retailers and designers are
not paying close enough attention

the fur trim they sell. Part of the
they do not pay attention is
because fur remains a hot item that
sells quickly.
If young people would stop
supporting designs incorporating
fur of any kind, both fake and
real, the problem written about
in the press would not present
itself. In other words, if it seems
so difficult to determine whether
or not an animal had to give its life
for our fashion preferences, then
possibly the best solution would be
to simply not buy fur at all. Then,
at least, the consumer would not
have to worry about whether or not
an innocent creature had to die so
they could look fashionable.
A new Facebook group has
formed to support this cause called,
"Animals are our passion, not just
for fashion." Since there are so
many animals brutally killed to
support the fashion industry, our
group cares enough about these
creatures to invite our friends to
spread awareness. Each SU student
can help by refusing to purchase
any fur products and writing
to

reason

letters to the establishments that
sell them.
According to The SeattleTimes
online Seattle Market Overview, the
designated market area retail sales
volume for apparel and accessories
in 2006 was $3,497,238,000.
Without a doubt, some of this
profit came from animal sacrifice.
Young people should not waste
their money on designers that care
more about the bottom line than
they do about living creatures.
Ifwe take on this cause together,
we can accomplish great things.
Only authoritarian personalities
see the world as a jungle and justify
the taking of precious animal life.
Truthfully, our furry friends do not
need to remain at the bottom of
the food chain in a world based on
survival of the fittest. If humans
had a little bit of compassion and
supported a more democratic
society open to possibility for all
forms of life, the world would be
a brighter

place.

Lisa can be reached at
weitkemp@seattleu.edu
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In defense of our
Get out of the club and play ball
personal iPod bubble
Emily Holt
Staff writer
I don't know about you, but
I just love the invention of the

iPod.
I love thatI can now avoid people
whenever I want, with what I think
is a very socially acceptable way of
doing so. I mean, admit it. You've
done it: popped those sensitive-tothe-eardrum headphones in your
ears on the way to class or to the
gym, not actually listening to any
music, just so that you didn't have
to make inane small talk.
Small talk about the weather
(which, by the way guys, doesn't
change that much in Seattle...in
case you haven't noticed, its
raining), or about your classes, or
how expensive C-Street's food is,
or how totally awesome that party
was last night.
So, birds chirping? Forget
nature. It's going out of fashion
with global warming. In the
wise words of iPod residents,
The Beatles, just "let it be." Hip
music blasting from the apartment
of a building? Its up-and coming.
Enough said: coming. Not here.
And the sound of a car horn
blasting in your face as you
step out into traffic? Really? I
am a pedestrian. That gives me
prerogative in at least six states,
including my native one.
Why must we always be open
the frontal attacks of Mr. or Mrs.
Gregarious who really just wants
to get his name out there for
political or social advances later in
life, while we are calmly walking to
class, minding our own business.
Why? I mean, really. Transfer to the

University of Washington. You've
got more

of an audience there.

Why can we not escape the
bustle of our fast paced life, even
just for the length of a Zeppelin
song, just to maintain our sanity?
Our generation is moving at the
speed of light—networking,
shaking hands, making small talk,
all for personal advancement—as
all other generations have done. So
why not take advantage of a new
technology that our blessed Apple
gods have created, and seize the
opportunity to take a step back
and delight in a sacred art form for
once. Art, remember that? Now it
is portable and can allow you to
avoid social situations. Amazing.
So make Wolf, Joyce,
Dickinson, Morrison, and all diose
other loner artists happy, and put
those earplugs in right as your leave
your room. Guilt-free. I decree it
socially acceptable and healthy.
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu

Mike Baldwin
Staff writer

for

On April 15, Major League
Baseball and people everywhere
celebrated the 60th anniversary
of Jackie Robinson breaking the
color barrier in the sport.
While it is always nice to
reflect on what Robinson
meant to baseball and the
civil rights movement, a more
disturbing question has been
raised out of the ashes of his
What
accomplishments:

containing $81,000 in cash on
a strip club stage which started
a mini riot and ended up with a
triple shooting. Also suspended
was Cincinnati Bengal's wide
receiver Chris Henry who was
arrested four different times in
one year. One year!
It has gotten to the point
that players who are suspended
for drug use, as long as its not

happened

A
its

to sports

a

number of arrests and

questionable choices, the most
recent in which he threw a bag

figures

as

heroes?
What Robinson did was
something not only important,
it was flat out ballsy. He broke
the racial rules of America at
a time when you simply did
not do that. Brown vs. The
Board of education was still a
few years away and MLK was
only 18.
Robinson was a hero. No
matter how you slice the pie,
the man was one of the most
important figures in American
history. And he was not a
politician, or an activist, or
scholar. He was a ball player.
It seems absurd today that we
would see a professional sports
figure as a hero outside of his
athletic accomplishments. In a
day and age where we applaud
those who simply manage to
stay out of trouble—or at least
not get caught—while they
collect multi-million dollar
paychecks, the idea of someone
who plays sports being an
important societal figure would
elicit laughs.
Recently, the NFL
suspended Tennessee Titan's
player Adam "Pacman" Jones

steroids,

are simply forgiven.
should feel lucky if
worst problem is a player
being suspended for failing a
recreational drug test. Heck,
that only gets him four games.
The players of Robinson's
time were not perfect. They

team

drank and womanized with the
best figures in history, including
almost everyone in Hollywood
and most polticians. But they
weren't public disgraces like

today's players.
Even the great Kirby Puckett,
who I grew up idolizing, was
later found out to be a less than
kind man, one who cursed the
sick children he visited in the
hospital because they cut into
his schedule and fondled woman
in restaurant bathrooms. But
hell, that seems mundane to
what players do today.
These same disgraces will use
the excuse that they never asked
to be role models. Well you are,
so get over it. The minute you
signed that $50 million deal
and got your shoe endorsement,
you became a public figure. So
act with a bit of decency.
I'm not asking for every
person who plays the game to
be the next Robinson. Outside

of the fact that there will
never be another Robinson,
not everyone needs to be a
revolutionary figure. At this
point I would settle for someone
who just didn't make a fool of
themselves in every aspect of
their lives.
Maybe it's our fault. We in
the media cover too much of
the bad and not enough of the
good. It's true that almost no
attention was paid when Kevin
Garnett agreed to build two
homes a month for two years
in a Mississippi community
decimated by Hurricane
Katrina. That pledge meant
that 48 families would be able
to stay in their communities
and not be forced out by
FEMA's friendly-to-the-rich
plans for re-building. We don't
care about the good enough.
But for every Kevin Garnett
there are three PacMan Jones
and Jeremy Stevens. And that's

unacceptable.
Today's youth need some
heroes. They're certainly not
coming from the political or
business arenas, so we need
sports heroes that much more.

So to all of you multi-million
dollar fools, I have an easy three
step program to make you into
a positive role model.
First, take a deep breath.
Second, reach around your

backside.
Third, forcibly remove your
head from your sphincters.
Step up and be adults. No,
you didn't ask to have to be.
But you are. So shut up and get
over it.

Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu

Student responds to brown bag lunch forum
Josh Lynch
Volunteer writer

via e-mail. So this raises a
question: how would SU
administrators communicate
these important messages?
Michael Sletten, director,

minute he and the others
he was with heard gunshots

next

directly below them; three of
his colleagues are now dead.
Simply put, university
employees should be informed
by phone as soon as possible

forum suggested students
have tremendous power to
determine their safety around
campus. And indeed they do,
but to rely on the assumption
that everyone will be interested
in changing their lifestyle to
dp so is both idealistic and
foolhardy. This disinterest is
demonstrated by the lack of
students in attendance at the
forum. Why so few? Because
young adults are headstrong,
and without the danger of
an immediate threat, they
feel little need to confront
such hard topics. Others just
consider the Department of
Public Safety a joke because
they do not realize what these
officers do for us on a daily

not in

the

next ten
is too late.

years, not

before it
And. this time, they need to
make it known to the whole
of the university body; not in
some nondescript pamphlet
most have never seen but,
for example, as a part of
orientation.
If they want
students to become more
involved, they could appoint a
student representative to come
to their weekly safety meetings
they mentioned at the forum.
In the meantime, maybe
some students might heed
this advice because they realize

As I sat at the brown bag
forum admirably scheduled in
response to the tragic events of Campus Public Safety,
that occurred at Virginia Tech, said the existing plans would
I couldn't help but feel this include e-mailing students, in the event of an emergency.
place I had gone to for more faculty and staff—just as A simple communication tree
answers had only left me with Virginia Tech did. We have should be established. For
more questions. The forum's witnessed the confusion when example, an administrator
purpose was to discuss how the university tries to do might contact Housing
the shootings at Virginia Tech somethingfar less drastic via e- Director Scott Smith, who
affect Seattle University as well mail and web pages.. .just look would then contact his
as to find the changes necessary at the last time they declared Residence Hall Directors
to make our community a safer a snow day. Though it would
who would pass on the word
place.
be logistically impossible to to Resident Assistants and
But my faith in the quality contact absolutely everybody other Housing employees.
we aren't invincible. Next
time you card someone up
of our protection took a hard in a timely fashion with such With only a few phone calls
hit as I realized the university's important news, one important per person, everyone whom
an elevator, through a door
administration has some aspect of communication is students look to for leadership
or sponsor a loiterer into
concrete plans of action in the
being overlooked, as it was in could be informed and able basis.
Connolly, consider who they
event of such a crisis (recently
to communicate effective
Blacksburg on Monday.
I work at a front desk on are, and if anything seems out
added to their homepage), but
The missing link: people instructions. No complex PA campus, and I do realize of the ordinary, refuse and
lacks the tools to effectively look to authority for answers systems. No text-messaging the protection they offer. refer them to someone who
communicate these vital for just about everything.
every cell phone on campus. Although Capitol Hill is a gets paid to keep us safe.
And when Professor Scott Still send the e-mails, but this culturally rich community,
God bless Virginia Tech
instructions to the campus.
In the aftermath of the fiendricks of the Virginia Tech time there will be a backup it has more than its share of and pray their loss can bring
Virginia Tech massacre, was called to lead after the first when people are unable to crime. This makes it even positive change everywhere.
students and faculty there are shooting, all he knew was what see them, especially for those more imperative that Public
questioning the actions of the his wife, who had seen a news most at risk: students living Safety establish an effective Josh can be reached at
means of communication in
tynchji ©seattieu.edu
university's administration, report off-campus, told him on on-campus.
One student leader at the the event of a disaster now—
specifically the communication the phone moments ago. The

voices

public
safety
reports

Who would be your ideal
Quadstock lineup?

Narcotics Found
April 16, 9 p.m.

Public Safety on patrol near
the north side of Campion
Hall found a small satchel/
purse with a small amount of
marijuana and a ceramic pipe
inside, Officers documented
the recovered materials and
flushed the marijuana.

Photos and Interviews by Megan Peter
"Prince circa 1984 with Apollonia 6 and Sheila E opening."
Left to right: Alex Lambert, sophomore art history
major; Rachal Endoso, sophomore psychology
major; Ricara Stokes, sophomore biology; Shay
Hopkins, sophomore English, creative writing
major

Domestic Argument
April 17, 6:30 am.
A

non-affiliate boyfriend

"Puff Daddy, Mase,

the Notorious 8.1. G."

stormed into the cooking
area in the Student Center
and demanded to speak
with a food service worker.
The woman staff person had
another employee call Public
Safety. The mate then left, and
Public Safety documented the
incident.

Albert Vu, senior
biology and
humanities major

Harassing Telephone Call
April 17, 3:50 p.m.
Public Safety received a complaint from a staff person of a
unknown individual calling a
campus office making harassing comments. The caller in
question reportedly sounded
to be intoxicated.

"This juggler I saw
once who juggled to
Beatles' songs."
June Chee,
sophomore
photography and
marketing major

"The Fugees, The
Roots and Common."
Vince Tran, sophomore

Theft/Arrest
April 20,1:30 p.m.
Public Safety and the Seattle
Police Department contacted
a woman non-affiliate at 12th
Avenue & £ Columbia Street
who had taken a purse and
other items on campus, and
from a nearby high school.
SPD transported the woman
to King County Jail.
Disturbance

marketing major

"Talib Kwali, Wu-Tang
Clan and Kanye West."
Vince Canlas,
freshman visual arts

major

"Jimmy Buffet, Elvis, Michael Bolton,

April 21,12:30 a.m.

Simple Han and Reba McEntire."

An unidentified male jumped
through the emergency exit
of a shuttle bus returning
students from a night dance
venue off campus.

Michael Stock, sophomore English major and
Josh Green, sophomore environmental studies
major

Narcotics Activity
April 21,9:35 p.m.
A student in the Murphy
Apartments called Public

Safety complaining his roommate was smoking marijuana.
Public Safety contacted Residence Life and a safety check
found drug paraphernalia in
the apartment.
Safety Assist
April 22,4:30 a.m.

Public Safety found an underage student intoxicated with a
male non-affiliate in the Bellarmine turnaround. A parent
came to campus and picked
up the student. The non-affiliate was escorted off campus
by Public Safety.

The Spectator is hiring for next year
2007-2008 staff positions available:
Managing Editor
News & Opinion Editor
Features &
Entertainment Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Lead Designer

Designer
Photographer
Staff Writer
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Ad Sales Representative

Students from all majors are welcome to apply
Deadline for applications April 27, 2007
Please e-mail cover letter, resume and clippings to Nick Lollini at lollinin@seattleu.edu or Megan Peter at

petel 193@seattleu.edu

